


color
your
mood

Both colors and scents influence our mood and sense of well-being. Selecting the 

right combination of color and scent can enhance a good mood or help counteract 

a bad one. Breathing in a wonderful smell is quick and easy way to enjoy these 

benefits. SERENE HOUSE makes it possible.

Each SERENE HOUSE scent evokes a unique feeling to color your mood. Want to know 

how to choose the right one for you?

Take a glance at our helpful mood reference chart: "Lifting, Refreshing, Calming, or 

Relaxing ... How Would You Like to Color Your Mood?"

a cloud of freshness

In Eastern cultures, clouds represent good luck and endless good fortune. Clouds 

symbolize the essence of air care and a pleasant environment. For SERENE HOUSE, a 

single white cloud drifts peacefully in a blue sky to indicate freshness and the purity 

of nature.

Fast-paced urban environments surround us with pollution and constantly create 

stress. Even indoor air can seem unhealthy. SERENE HOUSE seeks to develop personal 

air care products and fragrances to fulfill an increasing demand for a more pure 

personal environment and a more relaxed, harmonious lifestyle.

Famed Swiss designer Carsten Jörgensen has collaborated with SERENE HOUSE to 

create beautiful yet functional new air care products that will delight both the nose 

and the eye. The purity and elegance of design are a perfect match for the sounds 

and fragrances that they impart.

SERENE HOUSE deeply values the trust of our customers, and strives to meet international 

standards for environmental sustainability. You can enjoy the serenity provided by the 

SERENE HOUSE Personal Air Care Collection with complete peace of mind.



lifting refreshing
Feel more energetic and positive throughout the day. 

Brightening your mood can restore your vitality.

Unique blends of natural plant essences invigorate your 

senses and awaken your mind. Reduce tension and relieve 

exhaustion with these scents.

Bergamot

Grapefruit 

Jasmine

Lemon

Peach

Sweet Orange

Energy

Cool Mountain

Eucalyptus

Peppermint

Rosemary

Tea Tree

Mental Clarity



calming relaxing
Unwind from daily stress and achieve serenity. The scents of light and delicate floral notes deliver peace and 

stability to relax your body and mind. Its natural and soothing 

fragrance induces a feeling of deep pleasant and well being.

Frankincense 

Geranium

Marigold

Rose

Sandalwood 

Spring Water

Vanilla

Meditation

Clary Sage

Chamomile

Lavender  

Orange Blossom

Ylang Ylang

Stress Relief



essential oil
Nature to 
enhance 
your mood



Sandalwood
This sweet and calming scent induces emotional and physical harmony.

Tea Tree
This pure natural scent opens the mind to find balance with the body.

Sweet Orange
This warm scent invigorates the spirit and promotes feelings of happiness.

Ylang Ylang 
This rich scent inspires happiness and confidence.

Energy
This cool and citrus-scented fragrance invokes feelings of strength, giving 

you a boost whenever you need one. Top note: Eucalyptus oil

Middle note: Rosemary oil

Peppermint
This strong clean fragrance improves concentration and brings relief from 

mental fatigue and stress.

Lavender  
This peaceful floral scent sets the mind and body at ease, removing 

feelings of irritation.

Rose
This truly sensual and romantic scent pleases the mind and inspires gentle 

feelings of peace.

Energy
This cool and citrus-scented fragrance invokes feelings of strength, giving 

you a boost whenever you need one. 

Top note : Eucalyptus oil

Middle note : Rosemary oil

Base notes : Clary sage, Pine-Needle and Sandalwood oils

Mental Clarity
This fragrance invigorates your mind to improve focus and concentration.

Top note : Orange oil

Middle note : Lavender oil

Base notes : Patchouli, Cedar Wood and Sandalwood oils

Meditation
This fragrance can help rebalance your mood and calm your mind, 

especially if you feel tired and tense.

Top note : Nutmeg oil

Middle note : Rosemary, Pine-needle and Clove oils

Base notes : Patchouli oil

Stress Relief
This sweet, earthy, and comforting fragrance helps eliminate feelings of 

tension. 

Top note : Orange and Lemon oils

Middle note : Rosemary, Lavender and Armoise oils

Base notes : Pine oil

Best use with SERENE HOUSE Scentilizers®, Pebble Fragrance Diffuser or oil warmers. (Sold separately)

Eucalyptus

This fresh and penetrating scent has a cooling and 

stimulating effect on both mind and body.

Frankincense 
The base notes of wood reduce agitation and produce 

tranquility.

Geranium 

Its subtle notes resemble the character of a rose and 

relieve anxiety, leading to inner peace.

Grapefruit  

This scent clears the mind and uplifts your spirit, filling 

you with energy.

essential oils
- 100% natural essential oils perfect for indoor air.

- Selected scents made with organic raw materials –YlangYlang, 

Lavender, Eucalyptus, Sweet Orange and Geranium. 

- Made in France

-15ml (10 ml for Rose and Sandalwood)

The SERENE HOUSE Essential Oil Collection offers an extensive selection of 

fragrances, including flowers, peels, leaves, woods, resins, and exclusive 

blended notes. Our natural essential oils are specially formulated for use 

with our Scentilizer® collection. All are carefully inspected and tested to 

meet the latest international standards of sustainability.



fragrance oil /
heatable 
fragrance oil

Extremely 
rich and long 
lasting scents



Fragrance oil best used with Reed Diffusers (sold separately)
Heatable Fragrance oil best used with Fragrance Diffuser collection (sold separately)

These rich scents linger sweetly in your home or office for 

hours (180 ml).

Clary Sage
Blended with scent of clary sage fragrances.

Lavender 
Blended with scents of lavender, flowers, herbs, 

wood and musk.

Peach
Blended with the scents of fruit, cassie, apple and 

flowers.

Tea Tree
Blended with scents of eucalyptus, herbs, flowers, 

and musk.

Cool Mountain 
Contains top notes of marine, mint, green and 

herbs, middle notes of geranium and neroli, and 

base notes with cedarwood, oakmoss and musk.

Spring Water
Contains top notes of ozone, pineapple, melon, 

black currant and hawthorn, middle notes of water 

lily, lily of the valley and jasmine, and base notes of 

vetiver, sandalwood and musk.

fragrance oil/
heatable 
fragrance



scented wax
Melt away 
in a warm 
cloud of pure 
fragrance.



Best used with Odeur de Chine and Oracle Scented Wax Warmer Collection (sold separately)

scented
wax
Each morsel of wax is shaped to bring forth lasting fragrances 

safely and easily.

- Cloud: 22g / Oval: 38g

Bergamot
Like a sweet orange, this scent encourages a cheerful mood and 

sunny thought.

Clary Sage
Helps you break free from negative feelings.

Chamomile
Calms and soothes with a slight sweetness.

Jasmine 
A combination of sweet and sour scents makes your day more 

vibrant.

Lemon
A combination of sweet and sour scents makes your day more 

vibrant.

Lavender   
Replaces feelings of irritation with a flowery calm.

Orange Blossom
Helps eliminate feelings of anxiety with a rich floral fragrance.

Peppermint
Improves concentration and brings relief from mental fatigue and 

stress.

Rose
Inspires gentle feelings of peace with a gentle and romantic scent

Rosemary
Reawakens the mind with a bit of spice.

Vanilla
Comforts like a mother's hug with warmth and sweetness.



home 
fragrance 
spray

Kiss the air 
with a touch 
of fragrance.



home 
fragrance 
spray
L’eau de toilette for our home space. Quickly add a scent to the 

air with a gentle mist to create a more pleasing atmosphere. 

SERENE HOUSE Home Fragrance Spray has water-based, 

ecologically-friendly formula suitable for closets, fabrics, or any 

room that needs a lift.

Fragrance:

Cedar 
Smokiness balances the lush notes of cedar and warmth rich 

amber musk, evoking wintry fireside evenings.

Lavender 
Feel yourself transported to a field of flowers in Provence 

lavender. You can almost feel the sun on your skin as you relax.

Peach  

Wake up to the scent of an orchard filled with sweet ripe 

peaches.

Rose 
Get carried away by the mesmerizing scent of this romantic 

flower.



Candle
Infuse, 
warmth 
and scent 
anywhere, 
anytime



Zhú Farady
INamed after the Chinese word for candle, Zhú combines Eastern and Western 

design into a perfect classic shape. Smokeless, dripless, and firm, these candles 

combine two scents and enhance any room with their elegant lines and soft glow.

In Christmas 1848, a scientist, Farady, made a speech about candle chemical history 

through various performances and experiments in public. Décor with our candles to 

find out the true feeling of the aluminum material and ingenious concept of Farady.

Designed By Carsten Jörgensen

Fragrance:( two scents in one)

Amber Sandalwood
A complex, dry and woody fragrance rooted in rich sandalwood. Notes of soft 

amber, musk and vanilla bean round out this deep scent evoking warmth and 

sophistication.

Floral Paradise
Imagine strolling through lush gardens filled with roses and peonies on a warm 

summer day.

Night Orchid
The fresh scent of night orchids is perfect for creating a peaceful mood at any time.

Orange Honeycomb
Slip into a citrus orchard and balanced with the sweetness of honey.

Best use with: Farady (sold separately)



Obelisk Plinth
It just comes from the Chinese pronunciation,  and combines with the Eastern and 

Western culture to make the perfect classic shape. These smokeless, dripless and no 

bending candles enhance any room with elegant lines and soft glow. Two scents 

combine together to create the novel flames. As the whole room fills with fragrance, 

you can relax and enjoy the wonderful shimmering candlelight.

As a base of Obelisk candle, Plinth symbolizes the rock to load the lighting. Made by 

glass, rounded shape and sleek surface make you feel smoothly. Perfect to use both 

side with Serene House Obelisk candles wherever you need to scent or increase

the atmosphere.

Designed By Carsten Jörgensen

Country Spice

Cashmere wood

French Vanilla

Lavender Field



fragrance oil /
heatable 
fragrance oil

Extremely 
rich and long 
lasting scents



designer
carsten 
jörgensen

Carsten Jörgensen was educated as a painter and graphic designer. After working 

for years as an art teacher in Copenhagen, he started collaborating with the Danish 

coffee maker Manufacture Bodum in the early 1970s. Jörgensen then served as 

their creative director for 25 years, influencing Bodum’s entire line of products and 

designing the majority of them. His designs achieved international recognition in 

the late 1980s, and he is now represented in major museums around the world. 

Jörgensen has received numerous honors and design prizes in Germany, Switzerland, 

USA, England, France, Italy, Sweden and Denmark.

Jörgensen has lived in Lucerne, Switzerland since 1983. Today, he is actively involved 

in product design and a design consultancy, as well as lecturing and writing on art, 

design and architecture.

Carsten Jörgensen has worked for many prestigious international companies, 

including Bodum (Switzerland and Denmark), Starbucks (US), Crate & Barrel (US), 

Target (US), Muji (Japan), Conran (UK), Habitat (UK), Ikea (Sweden), Zhongtai Z58 

(China), the British Council (UK), Pepsi Asia (China) and Shang Xia (China). He has 

created several hundred designs still in production by Bodum and many other companies.

Exhibitions and Museums:
Musée des Art Decoratife Paris.

Kunstgewerbemuseum Zurich.

Victoria & Albert Museum London.

Kunstmuseum München.

Kunstindustrimuseet Copenhagen.

Kunsthalle Bern Switzerland.

"I dreamed of a contemporary yet classic design that 

would appeal both to the nose and to the eye, imparting 

the ultimate experience of sense and sensibility."

peter-hsiao

president of serene house
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